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8-Gauge wire.

Benefits of OysterGro from
Bouctouche Bay Industries
TM

• Cost-efficient operation

OysterGro consists of a compact housing with

• Durable and rugged
construction

TM

floats that provides the versatility, efficiency and
effectiveness on which business success depends.
Every component is designed for strength,
durability and convenience. OysterGro creates
TM

an ideal environment for oyster feeding, growth,
cleaning, sorting, protection, and survival. As a
result, OysterGro helps you produce the highest

• Significantly reduced
mortality losses
• Easy wintering procedure
(no need to recover buoys
and lines for storage)
• Submerging and resurfacing
are easier and more efficient
than other methods

Two airtight floats
specifically designed to
reach optimum buoyancy
for feeding depth.

The cage accommodates
six Vexar oyster bags
measuring approximately
18" wide x 35" long x 3" high
(45.7 cm x 88.9 cm x 7.6 cm)
on two levels.

Large easily-removable
caps on each end.
Housing constructed of 12-Gauge
vinyl-coated wire mesh — the same
material used for lobster traps.

Main and secondary
rope lines make mechanized
handling feasible while
providing secure anchoring
and stability in all types of
weather conditions.

Drawer
design makes
access and
handling fast
and easy.

Door allows
for quick access
to oyster bags.

• Produces high-quality oysters

TM

quality oysters at an extremely competitive cost.

• Superior system that
has been tried and proven
over the last 10 years

Designed to Perform

Positioned for profitable growth.

With the unique OysterGro design,
TM

the familiar floating bag becomes
state of the art. It has been proven
under commercial oyster rearing
conditions where it consistently
exceeded predicted labour savings,
produced a top-quality oyster and

Prescribed exposure to sun (UV) and air controls secondary
spat, competitors, predators and contaminants.

Wintering is a matter of cap removal
compared to arduous equipment retrieval.

From a submerged metal
platform, the cage is easily
flipped over. This process is
very effective at controlling
fouling and secondary spat.

established the basis of a viable
aquaculture business with
attractive profitability.

Feeding Position
The stability of the OysterGro system optimizes conditions for continuous
feeding and maximum growth each year. In the feeding position, the Vexar
bags are maintained level and steady at the ideal feeding depth of 6" to 12"
(15.2 cm to 30.5 cm) where plankton is plentiful. Since the bags are held
securely to prevent shaking and sliding, the distribution of oysters within
the bags remains constant, contributing to a higher quality oyster.
TM

Wintering Position

Submerging

Resurfacing

In areas where ice is prevalent,
submerging the unit is as simple
as removing the caps from the
floats which enables the water
to enter floats and acts as a ballast
to sink unit to sea floor.

Re-floating of the OysterGro system
is done by reversing the submerging
process; draining the floats and
replacing the caps.
TM

Both operations are completed with specialized equipment that has been
designed to work efficiently with the OysterGro system.
TM

OysterGro is specially designed for shallow waters inside
of bays. It requires a clearance of only 18" (45.7 cm)
between the ice and the sea bed.
TM

As illustrated above, the floats keep the oysters off the
ocean floor, thus substantially reducing winter mortality rates.
Wintering amounts to a process of “cap collection” — not the
back-breaking, time-consuming work of retrieving buoys and
lines and transporting them to shore for winter storage.

